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VISUAL-AUDITORY INTERSENSORY EFFECTS:

A TRADE｡OFF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FACILITATION

AND INHIBITION

By

NAmNO YosHIKI (中野良樹)1

( Tohoku Uniuersky)

Visml reaction dme (RT) is facilitated hy a Simultmeous or near BimLJtmeous auditory event.

This auditory stimulus is called "accessory" in the some dmt eubjectB need not attend to perio- the

task･ nhs study inveStlgated the interBenSOry facilitation between the visud impemtive stimulus aJld the

auditory acces80ry･ [n Experiment 1, the facilitation eHect by Ale accessory Caused the inhibition in

without- accessory dids. FurdlemOre, the mgnitude of inhibition was larger in a Go/Nogo taBk thm

in a choice RT task. These results suggested that subjects expected the auditory accessory, then it's

abSenCe inhibited proce88mg Of Ale followmg visual stimulus･ Expehnent 2 ex-ined whether Ale

expectation caused both ot the intersemory eHects･ Twenty - seven subjects were divided equauy into

three groulm, A each the accessory appeared wid1 20, 50 -a 80% prohahility･ As a reBult, degrees

of facilitation were not diHerent between groups, wMe the inhibition hcreaeed with probability of the

acceSSOry. These hdhgs mmifest that the facilitation docs not nece88aHy accomp-y the inhibition･

Thus, the aud10r COnCluded dlat he auditory accessory Facilitated RTs automaticauy, md it'S

をe叫ent aPPe地mCe COnditioned s叫ects to expect to appe虹he auditoⅣ event, which hhibited

processmg m visud one･

Key words: hter8enSOry effect, facditation, hhbition, tmde -oH, accessory StimLdus, stimulus

probaMity･

INTRODUCTION

In a reacdon dme (RT) task, subjects respond to me imperative sthJus (IS)ぬSter when

it is accompanied by an inelevant sdnLdus in a din:erent modality･ This Phenomenon caued
))"intersensory facilitadon" of reaction time, -d the irrelevant stimulus called an "accessory or

a "redundant" stimulus･ ln most studies of the intersemory facilitation, the IS was presented

on a visual modality and the accessory was on an auditory one･ Two types of models have

been advanced to account tor the intersensory facilitation･ The Hrst is Ale "energy

smadon" model pos山ating he s-ation of stimJus energy across sensory moddides

(Bemstein, Rose. a Ashe, 19.70). The second is the "preparation enhancement" model dlat

conceives or Ale auditory stimulus as an alerting cue which facilitates Ale movement related

processes (Nickerson, 1973; Sch山dt, Cielen, 皮 Vm den Heuve1, 1984) ･

In previous smdies, here have been more血dings 血種t suppon he prep虹ation

1･ Department of Psychology, Faculty of Arts md I良tterS, Tohoku University, Kawauchi, Aoba-ku,

Sendai 980-77, Japm･
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enhancement than the energy summtion. Nakano and Mmyama (1994) found dlat Ale

accessory Initiated Ale movement related activlty at the cortical level･ They recorded the

lateralized readiness potential (LRP; Gratton, Coles, Sirevaag, Eriksen, a Donchin, 1988) as

me red･dme index of h-d spec輪C motor prep頒ation･ The LRP showed negative deHection

about 100 msec aHer the auditory accessory･ Evidently, this psychophysiological result

suppons he prep姐ation e血amement. Fmhemore, Clay md UHch (1993) reponed 血種t

the accessory stimdus aHected I"OCeSSeS aHer initiatlng the response signal･ From these

Endings, it is reasomble to consider dlat Ale intersensory facilitation, at least partially, caused in

movement related pmcesses.

Now, let us dihk about whedler Ale intersensory facilitation is a the racilitation･ The

ten of ''facilitation" means that the accessory bring the positive eHect for processmg of a IS･

The magnitude of facilitation denotes Ale diHerence between RTs to an IS presented alone and

those with Ale accessory Sti-dus･ This comparison, however, as,sumes that RTs in a widl-

accessory condition are independent of RTs in a without-accessory condition･ If they are

inhibited by the accessory presented in other trials, the intersemory eHect is not a facilitation

but a廿ade一〇鯖　Between me speed and me accuacy of a response such he廿ade一〇償

relationship observed in some intersensory Facilitation studies (Schmidt et a1., 1984). The

more RT is reduced by the accessory the more subjects made erroneous response･ The speed

accuracy trade-OH is pnmary concemed with a response prepaLration, because errors caused by

premtue responses (Sanders, 1980). Thus this phenomenon can be explained as follows'

the accessory enhances Ale Preparation for a response, it initiates the movement before

te-inatmg processmg for the IS completely･ Possibly, the trade-oH exist not only between

speed -a accuacy but between speed md speed･ In detail, while RTs in a widl-accessory

condition are reduced by the accessory, RTs in a without-"Cessory condition codd be slower

by me absence of it･

ExpERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 examine whether RTs in without-accessory trials are inhibited by the

racilitation eEect in widl-accessory dials perf0-mg m a same session･ This purpose needs to

manipulate mgnitude of facilitation. Stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between Ale

accessory -a Ale IS should be the most approp-te parameter for that pupose, because Ale

eEectiveness of me accessory is a monotonical hmction of the SOA (Nickerson, 1970).

Degrees to which he accessory wiuぬcHitate a RT to me IS depends on how much time he

fo-er precedes the latter･ Ir the facilitation eHect of the accessory inhibits the processmg ln

the without-accessory condition, RTs win be increased with preceding the accessory to the IS･

METHOD

SuLjecb: Sixteen volunteered graduates and undergraduates at Tohoku Universlty

participated in the experiment (2 femle; age range, 21 -27). They had nomal or corrected-

to-no-al vision and hearing･ Two of them were len-handed･ All had some experience
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wi血l RT tasks.

Apparatus'_ The visual stimuli were vertically located three light emitting diodes (LEDs) I

The middle of me LEDs was red and it's luminance was 0.5 cd/m2. This LED sewed as a

血aden point. The upper and me lower were green md 0.3 cd/m2･ These seⅣed as an IS･

They were sep虹ated 1 cm above -d belowをom me red LED･ Subjects obseⅣed he visud

stimuli apaJt Hob 50 cm. Auditory stimulus ms a 1000-Hz tone (80 msec in dmation) and

presented bina皿auy over headphones･

Procedure: The experiment was conducted in a dimly lit and sound-attenuated room･

The subjects were assigned to eimer of two groups. In one, mey pe品-ed a Go/Nogo task,

and me omer was a choice reaction time (CRT) task. At me stan of each血id, chck sound

busts were presented as a wmmg si糾d over a speaker located in血ont of men, 血en he

fixation pomt appeared･ AHer a random foreperiod rangedをom 2･2 to 3･5 sec, the upper or

lower LED lit for 10 msec as an IS･ In Ale Go/Nogo task, Ale Subjects required to press the

key wim垂ht index nnger if hat was a Go signd, and wit皿old a response when it was a Nogo

signd･ The Nogo si糾d occuHed on 25% of he dds･ The assl糾ment Of Co or Nogo

slgnd to LEDs was bdmCed over the subjects･ In me CRT task, h亜of me subjects insmlCted

to perE0- right hand response for the upper LED, and len hand for Ale lower one･ The other

haH of me subjects were glVen me reverse instmctions, One second a偶er me presentation of

me IS, me徹ation polnt Was disappe紬ed･ When a wrong response was made or a RT

exceeded 450 msec, he dd was reg紬ded as an enor, and a beep tone was presented to he

subject. There was a 2 See interval beEore the bednnlng Of the next trial･

At he tempord proximity tO he onset of he IS, me auditory stimJus was presented as an

accessory. It appeared on randomized 50% of the trials･ The subjects were instructed that

they could ignore this tone, for it was irrelevant to the task･ The auditory stimulus was

presented e血er of twenty SOA points rmgedをom 400 msec b抗,re (SOAニー400 msec) to

300 msec i血er (SOA - 300 msec) me IS.

Design'A single experimental session was consisted or 3 blocks in the Go/Nogo task and 2

blocks in Ale CRT task. Each block contained 40 trials and lastmg about 5 min･ Between

blocks, 血ore was a l血n･ rest period･ The SOA polnt Was held constmt hroughout he

session. Before each session Ale Subjects partlCIPated in a I-Ctice of 20 trials for that SOA

condition･ This experimental session repeated tor all the 20 SOA po.nts･ When Ale

expehment condnued more 血an 40品n･, me next session was conducted on sep虹ated day･

RESULTS

Figue 1 showed averaged RTs for with- and without-accessory condition at each SOA

polnt･ Solid and dotted lines were loglStic血ncdon批ed to mese data in each conditionl･ In

1 ･ Lodstic cLmeS Were ntted by algorid- in Sign PIot (I-del) I This progmm foLmd par-eters that

gave best nt I"tween the RT data -a the rollowlng equation･

f(Ⅹ)-a/(1+(bxexp(cxx))+d

a: ra噂e Of me- RT, b: a slope coe鯖cient, C: a SOA pomt at he m頒h- rate of ch-ge, d:

convergent vdue, X: SOA.
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Fig･ 1･ Mean reaction time or correct response as a function, of SOA and dle accessory

Pondition in the Go/Nogo task (len) and the CRT task･ mc solid md dotted curves
IS a loglStic血nction触ing to data h each accessotY condidon･

wih accessmy conditions･ lo純tlC CuⅣeS Showed a s即10id shape･ At hger SOA points, RTs

maintah a constant maxim- level･ Then me cuⅣes were reduced monotonic皿y as SOA

going negative, and it continued田山about -100 msec SOA. Once he cuⅣes reach a

minimum level･ it kept the plateau･ The cL-eS Of without-accessory conditions show a near

inverse relationsHp to 血ose of wihaccessory one, such mat 比ey increase mOnOtOnic皿y as

SOA go.ng negative･ Their -gnitudes of denection Hop Ale baseline, however, are less than

those in the with-accessory condition･ The curves in bodl accessory COnditions converged on

almost the same value at larger SOA polntS･ A value of ∂t depicted Ale difference between the

convergent value and the maximum deviation･ Figure 2 showed values of mean bt in each
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condition and task･ The positive ∂t indicated the deviation was larger than Ale COnVergent

vdue, -d me_negative vdue indicated sm皿er deviadon. Two way (access叩×血sk)

ANOVA showed that St was signiHcantly larger in the without-accessory condition than in the

with accessory, F(1,14) - 200･5, p < ･01･ There was a signiflCant interaction between two

factors, F(1,14) - 7･38, p < ･05･ FL.ruler malysis by LSD me410d showed dlat et was

larger in A.e Go/Nogo task than in the CRT task for the without accessory condition, F (1,14)

=4･66,p < ･05･

DISCUSSION

Expehment 1 examhed whemer廿ids w山一and wihout-accessory紬e independent of

each other･ In the Go/Nogo task, logistic curves showed a trade-OH relationship between

bom condidons･ Two loglStlC CuⅣeS COnVe喝ed a錠r me 200 msec SOA, so me accessory

exerted no eHect at larger SOA pomts･ These cL.rVeS denected to opposite directions as SOA

gong negdtive･ If two conditions were independent of each other, the logIstIc cLJrVe in the

without-accessory condition was constant･ So dlis trade-OH relationship mmifests dlat Ale

accessory facilitates response processes when it is presented, while its absence inhibits the

processmg of the visual IS in other dials･bt was an index of magnitudes or Ale accessory effect･

Apparently, the positive St manifests that the accessory caused inhibition in Ale Without-

accessory trials･ In addition, such inhibition was larger in the Go/Nogo task dlan in the CRT

task･ Probably,山s resJt hdicated mat me i血ibition occuHed in processes 血ot mediated

me response prep調ation･ In me Co/Nogo task, me subjects prelimin頒γ know which hand

hey wⅢ move･ So, me subjects can e血-ce he response prep紬ation lbr a speci丘c hand

dmost ne虹he movement execution b抗,re me IS was presented･ If me Ibuowing IS is a

Nogo sis-), they can withhold Ale movement aS far as Ale baHistic process is not launched

(Osm叫Kombl-, 皮 Meyer, 1986)･ In he CRT task, he subjects did not how a品ecdon

of response h-A until Ale IS was presented･ So Ale accessory had only a general alertmg

e胱ct (Welch 皮 W-en言986)･ Considehng仕om mese血dings, me subjects co血d not

l紺Ore me accessory ln SPlte Of he insmlCtion･ Ramer hey used me accessory to respond as

fast as possible･ Thus the subjects expect the appearance of Ale accessory in all dials, although

its probability was a chance level In without-accessory dials, the absence or Ale accessory

conHicted to such Ale expectation, and it inhibited the following process.ng for the IS･

ExpERIMENT 2

The resJts of Expehment 1 suggested mat he expectation to he appe紬anCe Of me

accessory caused me inhbidon e胱ct in w鳳out-accessory dds. Neve血leless言t wo血d be

premanHe to conclude ht me expectation caused by me presentation of he auditory sdmJus
itseH･ It is dso possible mat me subjective expehence of heぬcihtadon made subjects to

expect to appear Ale aCCeSSOry･ In detail, subjects leaned as repeatlng Aids that they could

respond roster when the accessory was presented･ So dley Would try to maximize Ale

facilitation e胱ct to perfo- a response as East as they could･ Consequendy, they prepare to

process me audit(
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process Ale auditory event･ If this inference is the, the expectation is a product of the

ぬcmmtion e鮎ct itse叫whch is repeatedly experienced by subjects･ In Expehment 2, a

probability ot an accessory lS manipdated to examine dlis inference. Frequent appearance of

an accessory makes subjects are more biased to the auditory modality as in Experiment l･

WhHe he accessory is less probable, subjects wⅢ not expect to appe紬Of it･ The auhor is

interest in dlis condition. If Ale htersensory e胱cts caused by the subjects 'intention to use the

auditory accessory to respond faster, both Ale facilitation and inhibition eHect should be

reduced in that condition. On the other hand, if less probable accessory facilitates RTs as

much雛in more probable conditions, me intersensov e胱ct is hdependent of subjecdve

expec血don･

METHOD

SuLjects: Twenty-seven volunteered undergraduate students at Tohoku University

p加icipated 読 Experhent 2 (10 mde; age range, 19 - 21). They had nomd or conected-

to-nomd vision md heahng. Au of 血en were hかt-h-ded -d naive about me bimodd

RT task.

Apparatus and Procedure: The visual and the auditory stimdi were the same as those used

in Experiment 1. The subjects perfo-ed the CRT task which was identical to Experiment 1

exceptlng the accessory and foreperiod settlngS･ A foreperiod duation was ranged Hom 1 ･2 to

2.0 see. me accessory is presented constandy 300 msec b誼,re me IS (SOAニー300 msec)･

The subjects were assigned equally to either of du°e groups that diHered in a probability of Ale

accessory･ The probability of the appe紬anCe Was 20%, 50%, 80% respectively･ Before Ale

expehmen血session, he subjects pamcIPated血ainlng Session of 40 dds wmout presentlng

me accessory･ An expehmen血session was consisted of 4 blocks each contained 40品ds･

[n each group. the probability oE the accessory was almost the same in all experimental hlocks･

RESULTS

Table 1 and Fig･ 3 showed averaged RTs tor with- and without-accessory condition in

each probあ叫. Thee way (Probability x Accessory x Block) repeated measⅢe ANOVA

showed dlat RTs were signinc-tly shorter in the with-accessory condition than in the without

one, F(1,24) - 83.1, p <.01. ResJts were r血er complicated, since every combination of

two-way interactions showed a significant eHect. First was Probamity x Accessory, F (2,24)

- 9･59, p <.01･ As a result of simple main eHect test of this interaction, the accessory eHect

w鮎Si伊輪cmtin80%,F(1,24) - 32.4,p <.01, md50%訂OuP,F(1,24) - 66.0,p <.01.

In 20% group the eHect did not react"igniHcant but marginal level, F(1.24) - 3･9, p < ･1･

Flmhe-ore, he e範ct of me probability reached ma豆nd level in he wihout-accessory

condition, F(2,24) - 3.36. p <.1, while it was not signir.cant in widl-accessory One･ The

second interaction was Probab叫X Block, F(6,24) - 9,59, p <.05. The e範ct of block

was signincmt only in 50% group, F(1,24) - 3.2, p <.05. The third is Accessoryx Block,

F(3,24) - 9.59, p <.01. In he Vim-accessory condition RTs were sign愉cmdy d胱rent

between blocks, F(2,24) - 7･78, p < ･01･
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Tablel Experiment 2‥ RT (msec) aS a魚mction of Probamity, Accessory Condition and Block

Block　　1　　　2　　　　3　　　　4　　　Avg 〟

WidlOut - aCCeSSOry　　　20 %　　300･0　　306･ 6　　302 ･5　　304･0　　303 ･2

50%　　　322.8　　　320.7　　　316.8　　　313.7　　　318.5

80%　　　324.2　_　323.5　　　339.0　　　335,1　　　330.5

Widl - aCCeSSOry　　　　　20%　　　310.2　　297.1　　284.6　　285.4　　　294.

50 %　　　301.0　　　299.2　　　287,1　　　283.3　　　292.8

80%　　　298.8　　　287.3　　　295.0　　　293.0　　　293.5

20%くれ=9)

0　　　　　　　　　05　　　　　　　　　033

(8SE)0EPuo竜8｣に8茎

1　2　　3　　4　　1　2　　3　　4

BIock

1　　2　　3　　4

I O I Wthout-accessory

-- Wth-accessory

Fi･ 3･ Mean reaction time md SD as a hmction of probability, block md acce990ry COndition.

DISCUSSION

In Experiment 2, probabilities of Ale accessory Were manipulated to assess Ale trade-oHl

relationship between heぬcilitation -d he i血ibition･ In me wihout-accessory condition

RTs increased widl the probability･ This correlation between Ale Probability and RTs

-nifests that Ale inhibition eHect is caused by the Hequent appearance of the accessory･

These results can be explained by a subjects 'expectation to Ale accessory aS discussed earlier.

When me accessory lS PreSented仕equendy, he expectation becomes s廿ong wih repeatlng

trials･ Then Ale absences of the accessory interfere the processlng Of Ale follow.ng IS･ On Ale

other h-d, when the accessory.s inHequent, subjects would not expect its appearance. So

hey can respond to me IS as in a unimodal RT task,

Contrary to the inhibition eHect, the accessory facilitated RTs regardless of probabilities in

later blocks･ The most notable resJt was obtained in me 20% probability･ At me餓st

block, RTs were not diHerent between the with- and widlOut-accessory COndition･ So Ale

accessory exened no e鮪ct at mi§ polnt･ Then RTs were reduced in he w血-accessory

condition as blocks gong on, while dley held constant in without-accessory one･ This
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asymmetry proves that the intersensory facilitation does not necessarily accompany the

inhibidon e鮎ct when me accessory lS not PreSented･

GENERAL DISCUSSION

This study investlgated Ale intersensory facilitation that RTs to a visual imperative stimulus

can he shortened if an auditory,accessory stimulus is presented at approximately the same time･

Expehment 1 ex-ined wheher RTs in wihout-accessory dds were constant reg紬dless of

magnitudes of the facilitation in widl-accessory trials･ This experiment showed that the visual

auditory lnterSenSOry- eHects had a trade-oH relationship I"tween the facilitation and the

inhibition･ Furdle-Ore in Experiment 2, magnitudes of the inhibition conelated with

probabilides of me accessory･ This血ding conn-ed that he inhibition was caused by me

expectation to the auditory accessory･ When subjects repeated an identical stimulus-response

pe品-ance, hey bee-e to prep紬e it b誼,re he beginning o∫′ a dal (Ge血ng, Gra請on,

Co宣es, 皮 Donchin, 1992). So in 50% and 80%伊OupS, me subjects wo血d prep紬e he visual

RT task with expectlng the auditory event･ While in Ale 20% group most of Ale trials were

me wihout-accessov condidon, So me subjects co血d prepare oJy me visud event.

This diHerence of Ale expectation was renected by magnitudes of the inhibition in the

without accessory condition･ A psychological rehactory period mentioned in Nicherson

(1970) brought a reasonable explanation about me i血ibition by me absence of me accessory.

As indicated in Experiment 2, the hequent accessory made subjects to expect its appearance.

This nnding su鰐eStS mat he prep紬ation to me auditov event occupies 孤 main chmnel of me

processlng for some time･ So they could not terminate the preparation to the auditory

modality -d switch the processmg completely to the visual one, when Ale auditory accessory

was not presented･ Then he detection of me IS was delayed言f it Ibuowed he accessory

closely･

Experiment 2 yielded a slgniHcaht result for dle facilitation eHect that RTs in the with

accessory condition did not differ regardless of Ale Probability ln later stages･ In addition,

e胱cdveness of heぬC皿ation was not si紳incandy d胱rent between me Co/Nogo and me

CはT task in Expehment 1. These resuts were not consistent wih mose about me i血Iibition

e鮎ct･ This inconsistency between he two e鮪cts leads us to he conclusion hat a di鮎rent

process or mechanism with the inhibition contributes to the intersensory facilitation･ There is

some evidence indicating mat meぬcilitation e範ct is independent of subjective states as

expectation or prep虹edness･ For ex-plc, lt Was e胱ctive even轟Subjects were instmcted to

ignore he auditory stimJus as in山s smdy, or not to respond soぬst (Nakano 皮 Mamyama,

1993)･ Above Endings manifest that Ale intersensory facilitation is a largely automatic

process･ Previous smdies stated hat his process relates on a prep紬ation or 孤 execution of a

movement (Diederich a Colonius, 1987; Nakano a Maruyama, 1994; Posher, Nissen, a Klein,

1976).

In sL-mary, Ale auditory accessory forced to initiate automatically movement related

processes, before Ale PrOCeSSmg Of a visual IS was completed. This earlier initiation of the
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motor process resJted in reducdon of visud RTs･ On he oher h-d, when subjects

experienced such the facilitation Hequendy, they expected to appear the auditory accessory･

That caused inhibition of processlng for the visual IS in without-accessory trials･ FLlrthe-ore,

the inhibidon was olmerved in earlier stages even if the accessory was presented at a chance

probability. Therefore, the expectation was not a strategy which adopted by the subjects to

respond roster but a result or which the attention was captued to the auditory modality･

Nevertheless, Ale expectation did not innuence on the eHectiveness or the intersensory

ぬC址tation itseH.
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